Angel Essences – Aura Spray by Hazel Raven, author of ‘The Angel Bible’
These extraordinarily beautiful angel essences are transformational catalysts, which provide
a new system of healing as part of human evolution on earth. Each is mindfully created
using gem essences to carry a specific vibrational signature. The whole process of creating
these essences from guided remedies is conducted in a totally cleansed environment and in
a calm meditative state of mindfulness. As an angelic aspirant Hazel wishes to share with
you her perceptive powers of investigation and information gathered which is beyond the
level of individual personal consciousness. This rare information is offered through the
Archangel Enlightenment Therapy course. Hazel is an international writer, author, lecturer
and therapist with over thirty-five years’ experience in metaphysical research.

Archangel Auriel – Angel of Destiny
Moon magic awakens the secrets to our future, releasing the past to become ‘masters’ of
our destiny. This essence enhances our natural gifts of clairvoyance, clairsentience and
dream recall. Archangel Auriel essence harmonises the feminine aspect of our true nature
which releases deep subconscious fears.

Archangel Azrael – Help of God
Experience the awakening of being born anew. Escalates individual consciousness to
remember you are a perfect masterpiece of the Divine mind of God. This angel also receives
the Souls of the dead. Archangel Azrael teaches the lessons of tranquillity and
transcendence. Supports and comforts those going through the grieving process.

Archangel Barachiel’s Blessings – Abundance
‘Archangel Barachiel’s Blessings’ awakens you to the infinite abundance, blessings and
prosperity that is the nature of your true Soul-self. When used with focused intent this
celestial essence swiftly removes the energetic blocks that have stopped you from allowing
prosperity and abundance to flow freely into your life.

Archangel Cassiel – Angel of Temperance
Archangel Cassiel opens the cave of Brahma as part of your spiritual evolution. Cassiel is the
angel of the Seventh Star. He is one of the rulers of the planet Saturn. My day of the week is
Saturday. My gifts to you are tolerance, introspection, truth, and strengthening your inner
convictions.

Archangel Chamuel Embrace – Divine Love
This Divinely guided essence ignites and expands the flame of pure unconditional love
within your heart. Its gentle warmth melts and dissolves all resistance you may have to
allow the full manifestation of unconditional love into the heart chakra system. Archangel

Chamuel assists us in all our relationships, and especially through life-changing relationship
situations such as conflict, divorce, bereavement or even job loss.

Archangel Gabriel’s Call – Angelic Guidance
Archangel Gabriel awakens our ‘inner angel’ which aligns us with our higher-self. This simple
ritual of awakening brings us the gifts of hope, happiness and guidance. This inspirational
angelically guided essence creates a vortex of energy that will transform your life into a
joyful angelic experience. Gabriel is also known as the angel of communication. Ask him to
reveal the truth to you if you seek a new direction or you are ready for a new beginning.

Archangel Haniel’s Glory - Divine communication
Haniel is the Archangel of Divine communication through clear perception. He is a warrior
angel; his authority assists you to fulfil your Divine heroic mission, which is to praise,
honour, love and reunite with God by using and trusting in your own great Godconnectedness which will inspire others too. He provides the opportunity to find happiness
within every moment, joy within each heart-beat and God-conscious bliss instilled within
every cell of your body and the universe.

Archangel Jeremiel – Mercy of God
Archangel Jeremiel is responsible for the gift of true divine visions and he guides the souls of
the faithful into heaven. Supports graceful, smooth life changes by delivering mercy to all
involved. This essence opens the crown chakra, raises lower energies in the etheric realms.
Harmonises the physical, emotional and intellectual bodies. Protects from psychic attack
and unwanted outside influence of hostility or envy. Increases the predisposition to make
good decisions based on Divine guidance

Archangel Jophiel’s Illumination – Wisdom
Archangel Jophiel is the angel of wisdom: he works with the Angels from the Hall of
Wisdom. His yellow-gold solar ray is often called the sunshine ray, bringing illumination, and
expansion. He helps you to develop a fresh approach and eternal child-like delight, bringing
back enchantment and pleasure to your everyday life. Jophiel’s gifts for you include the
wisdom flame, inspiration, intuition, perception, joy, and bliss and soul illumination. His
wisdom flame can be invoked to assist you with any situation that needs clear mental
perception.

Archangel Melchizedek – Merkavah Mysticism
Melchizedek helps you develop your ‘Light Body’ or ‘Merkavah Boy of Light’ as part of
seeking enlightenment. These are the fabled ‘Keys to the Kingdom’. People on Earth who
seek to raise their vibration through spiritual practices are said to be embarking on the
‘Ascension Process’. This is the secrets of the ‘Holy of Holies’.

Archangel Metatron – Angel of Ascension
This amazing essence creates a vortex of energy, which aligns the chakras on the physical
body and activates the 8th to 14th transcendental chakras above the head. Use for
heightened meditation practice, Light body activation and spiritual evolution.

Archangel Metatron – Divine Initiation
This Archangel Metatron essence allows access to higher knowledge, through the sacred
wisdom of the heart. This essence activates the etheric chakras above the crown chakra,
which initiates states of mystic rapture, divine joy, bliss and allows the flow of Soma.
‘Initiation of the sacred Divine marriage’.

Archangel Michael’s Empowerment – Angelic Protection
Brings freedom, releases fears, strengthens your faith, and provides inner fortitude and
courage. This essence brings immediate practical assistance, giving you protection from
physical and spiritual dangers. It strengthens the immune system and activates the Hara
centre. Michael is known as the ‘Prince of Peace’. The mighty Archangel Michael is the
protector of humanity. Call on him for protection, strength, and cutting binding cords.

Archangel Muriel – Angel of Emotions
Muriel is the angel of emotions and loving relationships. She assists emotional awareness
through deep self-reflection. Also assists humanity to prosper, flourish and grow strong
through difficult times. Muriel can assist us when we are choosing a new path through life.
There are times when we find we are at a crossroads in our professional or personal life.

Archangel Raphael’s Dream – Angelic Healing
Raphael is the physician of the angelic realm, the Divine healer for healing ourselves and
helping find the inner guidance, love, compassion, beauty and inspiration to help others
heal. Archangel Raphael and his legions of healing angels bring healing into wholeness for

body, mind and spirit. Raphael’s energy is very peaceful and healing but he has the power to
cast out demons, use this essence to clear any negative energy.

Archangel Raziel’s Secret – Secret Mysteries
Archangel Raziel (Ratziel) gives us Divine information by allowing us to glimpse the enigma
that is God. This knowledge and it is total, absolute, unequivocal and perfect. As we receive
these amazing soul illuminating ‘insights’ we need no confirmation of our ‘understanding’
from others. Our crown chakra is opened, the flames of enlightenment descend, we
transcend normal reality, and we just are. In this moment we experience our own
immortality and Divinity, we literally gaze on the ‘countenance of God’.

Archangel Sandalphon – Guardian of the Earth
Sandalphon, Archangel of the Earth, is in charge of earth healing and planetary group work
by uniting heaven and earth. By holding the Divine presence on planet earth, Sandalphon
teaches us to have a grounded reality and balanced spirituality. Archangel Sandalphon
carries our prayers to God. Use this essence for earth healing ceremonies and absent
healing. This essence is not only grounding but it is excellent for attuning you to the ancient
guardians of sacred sites and energy vortexes.

Archangel Seraphiel (Angel of Light) Crystal Clearing
This essence creates a harmonious, sacred, safe, healing environment. Clears and releases
spaces that have built-up negative emotional, psychic and mental energies. Use for healing,
angelic attunement and to enhance meditation practice. This essence clears crystals of
stagnant energy and homes of geopathic stress. This angelic essence was originally created
in 1990 for the Angel seminars and courses, run by Hazel Raven.

Archangel Shamael – Angel of Sacred Sounds
This essence utilises the transformational healing energy of sound in its sacred aspect.
Shamael as an aspect of Archangel Metatron represents the first impetus of creation. Use
this essence for amazing visions and insights before meditation practice.

Archangel Thuriel – Angel of the Animals
This angelically-inspired essence provides a supportive and nurturing space for those
working tirelessly to heal the Animal Kingdom. Animals, just like humans, can suffer a wide
range of age-related problems and dis-ease. They, too, are subject to environmental toxins

and pollutants, as well as bad diets and the stress of city living. Many animals are also
deeply aware of their owner’s stress levels and because they are so empathic they can
absorb their owner’s problems and stresses of modern living. Animals usually respond very
quickly to the angelic energies. This essence brings stability and grounding to the human
subtle anatomy systems. As the essence is designed to support you in your animal healing
sessions, please do not spray them directly onto your pet. The essence is designed to be
applied to your hands and aura before commencing a treatment. I must also add that you
must seek veterinary care for your pets for serious health or aggression problems. You can
safely treat all animals with our angelic essences.

Archangel Tzaphkiel – Cosmic Contemplation
Archangel Tzaphkiel (Zaphkiel) is the angel of deep contemplation of God, representing the
Divine feminine watery aspect of creation, the Shakti of Shiva. As the Cosmic Mother
Tzaphkiel ,has the power to nurture all things and gives us glimpses of other worlds and
realities to which, through our own ignorance or arrogance, we have become blind.
Tzaphkiel will catch us if we fall or falter – for the feminine aspect of God’s infinite love is
unconditional and non-judgemental. Allow Archangel Tzaphkiel to carry you when you feel
weak, for her infinite compassion is the sea of your liberation.

Archangel Uriel’s Initiation – Angelic Peace
Archangel Uriel essence brings emotional harmony and mental clarity. This essence is vital
for those who feel lost, abandoned, rejected or alone. Uriel saves us from confusion and
bestows inner peace, helping us interpret prophecies, visions and our own prophetic
dreams. Archangel Uriel brings wisdom to our ‘Earth Walk’ and illuminates our ‘path

through life’. Archangel Uriel is the ‘light of God’ that never fails. Use this essence to find
your true path through life.

Archangel Zadkiel’s Joy – Violet Flame
This high frequency spiritual energy known as the ‘violet flame’ instantly transforms lower
energies into positive life-affirming energy. This flame transmutes, transforms and brings
joy. Using the Zadkiel essence before meditation practice purifies your body and aura, which
will enhance your meditation experience, helping calm the mind and bring the necessary
stillness which is most desirable for enhanced spiritual growth. Use it often to release harsh
self-judgement and assist you in seeing your own angelic qualities.

Guardian Angel – Attuning to Your Angelic Guardian
An amazing joyful encounter awaits you when you use this essence. This unique essence
invokes the presence of your Guardian angel by activating your angelic chakra. This
activation and attunement brings love, warmth and an overwhelming sense of peace and
well-being. Enhanced angelic communication is also activated by this sweet gentle essence.
Uses, spray the gentle mist above your crown chakra or around your aura.
Disclaimer
The information in this leaflet is not intended to be a substitute for medical advice,
diagnosis or treatment. If you have any concerns about your health consult a qualified
medical practitioner. Neither the publisher nor the author accepts any liability for readers
who choose to self-prescribe.

These angel essences are hand made.
The size of the blue glass bottles is 50ml.
For external use only.
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